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Rosemarri Klamn, MAPC, CPHR @KlamnJam · Oct 8
#aboerjc Thank you for sharing your expertise with us.  @eriksation @awakaruk



Also, Check out these copyright instructional modules 
ualberta.ca/copyright/reso…
#aboerjc
Show this thread
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Amanda Wakaruk @awakaruk · Oct 8
direct link here sites.library.ualberta.ca/copyright/ #aboerjc

Show this thread
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Amanda Wakaruk @awakaruk · Oct 8
Also, Check out these copyright instructional modules ualberta.ca/copyright/reso
…
#aboerjc

Show this thread
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Erik Christiansen @eriksation · Oct 8
I’ve definitely learned a lot this evening! I think this discussion highlights just how 
important understanding #FairDealing / #FairUse is, and the interplay with #OER 
Big thanks for @awakaruk for leading us through this discussion! #aboerjc



    4  7

Amanda Wakaruk @awakaruk · Oct 8
We've run out of time for Q5! Don't let the fair dealing assessment scare you off. 
There are lots of great resources out there. Thanks to everyone who joined in. 
#aboerjc

Show this thread
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Amanda Wakaruk @awakaruk · Oct 8
Replying to @awakaruk @eriksation
"Fair use is shaped, in part, by the practice of the professional communities that 
employ it." (AIVF et al 2005) pg 5 jcel-pub.org/article/view/9…
#aboerjc 
2/2
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Erik Christiansen @eriksation · Oct 8 

Amanda Wakaruk @awakaruk
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Replying to @awakaruk
A5 I think it could be if the purpose fit under fair dealing. So maybe the cover’s 
design is the purpose for having it included - ie no alternative other than linking 
to it...  #aboerjc



  1    

Amanda Wakaruk @awakaruk · Oct 8
Replying to @eriksation
If the institution takes OER seriously they should have staff keen enough / with 
time dedicated to this work. Here it is for quick reference: cmsimpact.org/wp-
content/upl… #aboerjc

There's an important point in the article about community practice. 1/2



  1    

Erik Christiansen @eriksation · Oct 8
A5 Based on the SC factors of assessment, I would think it’s ok under #FairUse 
Running down the list I don’t see harm to the rights holder. I’m stuck on 
“alternatives” and trying to think about what that would be in this case... 
#aboerjc
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Amanda Wakaruk @awakaruk · Oct 8
Put another way, is using the book cover in an OER really for an educational 
purpose? (Not a trick question, I promise.) #aboerjc

Show this thread
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Amanda Wakaruk @awakaruk · Oct 8
I know this is a lot to throw out there, #aboerjc !! Let's start with Factor 1 (F1)

A5 (Fi) Is the actual purpose, or intent, of the dealing fair? What the dealing 
REALLY about education? #aboerjc

Show this thread
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Amanda Wakaruk @awakaruk · Oct 8
A5 The second test is an analysis to assess the “fairness” of the dealing. This is 
where we consider the factors offered by the SCC. This is not a checklist. A 
court of law would consider and balance the factors to make their determination. 
#aboerjc

Show this thread



     

Amanda Wakaruk @awakaruk · Oct 8
A5 For our convo, we’re going to assume the use passes the first test as the 
purpose is for education. That way we can delve into the more detailed and 
complicated consideration of the SCC factors. #aboerjc

Show this thread
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Amanda Wakaruk @awakaruk · Oct 8
A5 A fair dealing determination is a 2-step test. Step one considers the purpose 
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A5 A fair dealing determination is a 2-step test. Step one considers the purpose 
for using the work. Is the dealing for education, research, personal study, etc.? 
More about the 2-step test at
ualberta.ca/copyright/intr… #aboerjc

Show this thread

  2    

Amanda Wakaruk @awakaruk · Oct 8
Q5 Is the use of a book’s cover page, as described in the article, likely to be fair 
based on the SCC FD factors, which include: purpose, character, amount and 
alternatives of/to the dealing as well as the nature of the work and effect of the 
dealing on the work? #aboerjc

Show this thread
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Erik Christiansen @eriksation · Oct 8
Replying to @awakaruk @CordeliaSnowdon @nthnlwly
I think @awakaruk just coined #speedtwittering #aboerjc



     1

Amanda Wakaruk @awakaruk · Oct 8
Replying to @awakaruk @CordeliaSnowdon and 2 others
Doh. *Remember, all policy tools (legislation included) are intended to serve the 
public interest. #aboerjc

(this is a heck of a lot of high speed twittering here -- for me, anyway)
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Amanda Wakaruk @awakaruk · Oct 8
Replying to @awakaruk @CordeliaSnowdon and 2 others
To be clear, "hurting the press" needs to outweigh the benefit to the public 
interest. Fair dealing determinations employ a balancing test. Remember, all 
policy tools (legislation included) should are intended to the public interest. 
#aboerjc



  1    

Erik Christiansen @eriksation · Oct 8
Replying to @awakaruk
Definitely. I liked the Code of Best Practices highlighted in this article. #aboerjc 
But... if employees don’t read their CAs, will they read this?



  1    4

Rosemarri Klamn, MAPC, CPHR @KlamnJam · Oct 8
#aboerjc  policies and practices that include librarians and other institutional 
stakeholders 



A4 Well having advisors (copyright, librarians, etc) that can educate faculty 
about #FairDealing during the onboarding process - with specific examples 
#aboerjc Probably a mechanism for surveying rights fro knowledge gaps 
would be key as well
Show this thread
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Erik Christiansen @eriksation
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Nathan Lawley     @nthnlwly · Oct 8
I'm out #aboerjc. Can't wait for next month!



     1

Amanda Wakaruk @awakaruk · Oct 8
Replying to @awakaruk @eriksation
A4 Separately, administrative support for both initial staff training and continued 
professional development is important. #aboerjc
Any others?
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Amanda Wakaruk @awakaruk · Oct 8
Replying to @awakaruk @eriksation
A4 As we've covered, a rights holder might not understand the fair dealing 
provision and want their content removed or demand payment for its use. Staff 
need to know that their employer will support the FD assessment and any 
resulting convos w/rights holders. #aboerjc
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Amanda Wakaruk @awakaruk · Oct 8
Replying to @eriksation
A4 Given that fair dealing is a legal balancing test (with multiple weighted 
factors), not a bright line test (like a roadway speed limit), some risk tolerance 
and leadership is required. #aboerjc
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Erik Christiansen @eriksation · Oct 8
A4 Well having advisors (copyright, librarians, etc) that can educate faculty about 
#FairDealing during the onboarding process - with specific examples #aboerjc 
Probably a mechanism for surveying rights fro knowledge gaps would be key as 
well

Show this thread
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Amanda Wakaruk @awakaruk · Oct 8
Replying to @CordeliaSnowdon @eriksation @nthnlwly
By definition, fair dealing has to be FAIR or it's not legal. So if the dealing is 
actually hurting the press the Univ couldn't do it. Unfortunately, rights holders (of 
all types) are often unaware of user rights / exceptions to infringement. #aboerjc 
#morechill
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Amanda Wakaruk @awakaruk · Oct 8
Replying to @eriksation @nthnlwly
There are two types of risk on this point: risk of a lawsuit and risk of losing the 
lawsuit #aboerjc



    1  3

Cordelia Snowdon @CordeliaSnowdon · Oct 8
Replying to @eriksation @awakaruk @nthnlwly
My understanding is that people receiving the emails panic and pay the fine 
because of the fear of having to go through a legal process. Even if press do 
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because of the fear of having to go through a legal process. Even if press do 
understand fair dealing, they could still profit from users not knowing how to 
defend their use #ABOERJC

  1   1  2

Amanda Wakaruk @awakaruk · Oct 8
Replying to @CordeliaSnowdon @nthnlwly
Yes, only a bit off topic but thank goodness settlement demand notices are no 
longer as big a deal (they changed the legislation to help with this in Dec 2018). I 
like to think leaders like UMan helped... they called it FWIWas: extortion. 
#aboerjc



     

Erik Christiansen @eriksation · Oct 8
Replying to @awakaruk @nthnlwly @CordeliaSnowdon
Kind of makes the press seem ignorant on how #FairDealing works? #aboerjc



  1    3

Cordelia Snowdon @CordeliaSnowdon · Oct 8
Replying to @nthnlwly @awakaruk
I panic when I have spam versions of those letters in my email, so I cannot 
imagine receiving a real one. #ABOERJC



  1    2

Amanda Wakaruk @awakaruk · Oct 8
Q4 What type of institutional supports are needed to implement a fair dealing 
assessment service for OER like the one in place at MIT? #aboerjc



     

Erik Christiansen @eriksation · Oct 8
Replying to @awakaruk @nthnlwly
Yes it wasn’t MITs experience. This is why I found the phrase so odd. IT’S MIT. 
They MUST have capacity to withstand a few lawsuits. If anything, this model of 
analysis is even more paramount for colleges or other smaller institutions 
#nolegalteam #aboerjc
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Rosemarri Klamn, MAPC, CPHR @KlamnJam · Oct 8
#aboerjc  As Amanda suggests copyright literacy plays a huge role in 
institutional and instructor confidence - although institutional support would also 
be essential. 



Replying to @awakaruk

The email thread in Appendix B is the sort of nightmare scenario I envision 
when I think about messing up with copyright and fair use. Without 
institutional resources and support, I doubt many would have the confidence 
to respond to a claim of infringement like that #ABOERJC

    1  5

Amanda Wakaruk @awakaruk · Oct 8
Replying to @nthnlwly @CordeliaSnowdon
For clarity, we are talking about an exchange btw MIT and a rights holder. The 
latter states (at one point), "As an academic press, we would never grant free 



Cordelia Snowdon @CordeliaSnowdon
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latter states (at one point), "As an academic press, we would never grant free 
lifetime permission to anyone.” 
What does this tell us about this particular press? #aboerjc #notallpresses

  1    

Nathan Lawley     @nthnlwly · Oct 8
Replying to @awakaruk
I'm referring to the appendix which has multiple emails spanning years, 
thoroughly and adeptly defended by Weeramuni and their team, sure, but if I got 
one of those e-mails and didn't have a team behind me I might think twice about 
arguing fair use. #aboerjc



  1    3

Cordelia Snowdon @CordeliaSnowdon · Oct 8
Replying to @eriksation @awakaruk @nthnlwly
#CollectiveAgreementSelfie #ABOERJC



     2

Erik Christiansen @eriksation · Oct 8
Replying to @awakaruk @nthnlwly @CordeliaSnowdon
I wish I had a photo of myself on a treadmill while reading our collective 
agreement #aboerjc #exerciseandduediligence



  1    2

Amanda Wakaruk @awakaruk · Oct 8
Replying to @nthnlwly
Interestingly, that didn't seem to happen in the MIT experience. Likely because 
they conducted a thorough fair use analysis! Evidence-based decision making 
FTW
#aboerjc
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Amanda Wakaruk @awakaruk · Oct 8
Replying to @KlamnJam
Yes and these are closely related ideas. Low levels of copyright literacy are a 
function of misinformation/lack of information. Fear of being sued can be 
lessened by increasing copyright literacy skills. Copyright chill is also a factor 
here. #aboerjc



     

Erik Christiansen @eriksation · Oct 8
It also seemed like the university was not at all confident in it’s ability to defend 
themselves against the copyright holders. #aboerjc

Show this thread



     4

Nathan Lawley     @nthnlwly · Oct 8
Replying to @CordeliaSnowdon @awakaruk
#aboerjc This is definitely what I was trying to say, but phrased far better.



  1    1

Cordelia Snowdon @CordeliaSnowdon · Oct 8
Replying to @awakaruk
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Replying to @awakaruk
The email thread in Appendix B is the sort of nightmare scenario I envision when 
I think about messing up with copyright and fair use. Without institutional 
resources and support, I doubt many would have the confidence to respond to a 
claim of infringement like that #ABOERJC

  1    4

Erik Christiansen @eriksation · Oct 8
A3 It seemed like there was a few issues: not understanding #FairUse and the 
limits, the lack of a mature #CreativeCommons framework, and the potential 
response from copyright holders (debacle outlined at the end of the article) 
#aboerjc Perhaps I’m missing a component...

Show this thread
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Rosemarri Klamn, MAPC, CPHR @KlamnJam · Oct 8
#aboerjc   A.3 Two sources appear to play to "fair use fear": a) 
misinformation/misunderstanding (about fair use), and b) fear of being sued 



Q3 What is the source of the “fair use fear” as described in this article? 
#aboerjc
Show this thread

  1    4

Erik Christiansen @eriksation · Oct 8
Replying to @awakaruk @CordeliaSnowdon
It would be very ironic of an #aboerjc facilitator/co-host didn’t open it ;)



     1

Amanda Wakaruk @awakaruk · Oct 8
Replying to @nthnlwly @eriksation @CordeliaSnowdon
Everyone should read their collective agreements. Always. But we should also 
eat right, exercise, and floss regularly. #aboerjc



  1    1

Nathan Lawley     @nthnlwly · Oct 8
Replying to @awakaruk
A3 #aboerjc : seemed to me upon reading that fair use is really just an excuse to 
get a bunch of angry emails over 10 years. 



  1    1

Amanda Wakaruk @awakaruk · Oct 8
gah *everyone #aboerjc

Show this thread



     

Amanda Wakaruk @awakaruk · Oct 8
A3 One of the phrases used in the article is, “fair use is an invitation to be sued.” 
What does everything think of this clause? Does it ring true to you? Does it make 
sense?  #aboerjc
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Amanda Wakaruk @awakaruk
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Show this thread

Amanda Wakaruk @awakaruk · Oct 8
Replying to @eriksation @CordeliaSnowdon
You DID read the article! Yay! #aboerjc



  1    

Erik Christiansen @eriksation · Oct 8
Replying to @awakaruk @CordeliaSnowdon
So it’s like a muscle ;) #aboerjc #FairDealing



  1    1

Amanda Wakaruk @awakaruk · Oct 8
Q3 What is the source of the “fair use fear” as described in this article? #aboerjc

Show this thread
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Cordelia Snowdon @CordeliaSnowdon · Oct 8
Replying to @eriksation @awakaruk
She is an amazing resource and I appreciate all the work she has done to 
educate students too! #ABOERJC



     3

Erik Christiansen @eriksation · Oct 8
Replying to @awakaruk @CordeliaSnowdon
Well... I do, but I‘m a nerd that way #aboerjc Busy I get, but knowing one’s 
rights is probably important #aboerjc



  1    2

Amanda Wakaruk @awakaruk · Oct 8
Replying to @eriksation @CordeliaSnowdon
How many instructors spend their evenings reading their collective agreements? 
IME they are pretty busy folks. #aboerjc
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Erik Christiansen @eriksation · Oct 8
Replying to @awakaruk @CordeliaSnowdon
It makes me soooo thankful that our library has a dedicated copyright advisor 
#aboerjc She is awesome!



  2    4

Erik Christiansen @eriksation · Oct 8
Replying to @KlamnJam
Me too! @awakaruk is very well versed in this area. Definitely my go to :) 
#aboerjc



     

Amanda Wakaruk @awakaruk · Oct 8
Replying to @eriksation @CordeliaSnowdon
Copyright literacy is a big responsibility and I think copyright 
librarians/specialists with a law degree probably have more influence than those 
without, even if they aren't practising law in the course of their job duties. 
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without, even if they aren't practising law in the course of their job duties. 
#aboerjc

  1    1

Erik Christiansen @eriksation · Oct 8
Replying to @awakaruk @CordeliaSnowdon
It’s funny that collective agreements are SUPPOSED to make things like this 
easier (ie you don’t have to negotiate your own IP agreement as an individual). 
Yet, perhaps they’re taken for granted and few read the details because it’s done 
for them #aboerjc



  1   1  2

Erik Christiansen @eriksation · Oct 8
Replying to @awakaruk @CordeliaSnowdon
Given that legal teams represent the institution, do you think that adds to the 
hesitancy to engage in #FairDealing #OER or #CreativeCommons discussions? 
Nobody feels they’ll get balance advice perhaps? #aboerjc



  1   2  2

Amanda Wakaruk @awakaruk · Oct 8
Replying to @CordeliaSnowdon @eriksation
Agreed. But isn't it funny that ppl sign a publishing agreement, often without 
hesitation or even reading it! It's also a legally binding document. #aboerjc



  1    1

Cordelia Snowdon @CordeliaSnowdon · Oct 8
Replying to @awakaruk @eriksation
I think these nuances demonstrate how the prospect of signing a contract 
related to #OER and rights may make people nervous #ABOERJC



  1    1

Amanda Wakaruk @awakaruk · Oct 8
Replying to @awakaruk @eriksation @CordeliaSnowdon
Hopefully  you work at a univ with a copyright librarian and/or specialist that can 
help clarify the policy / practice on your campus  #aboerjc



     

Amanda Wakaruk @awakaruk · Oct 8
Replying to @eriksation @CordeliaSnowdon
Yes, there can be multiple "official lawyers" wkg on campus. Both normally 
represent ORGANIZATIONS (employer or assn in your eg), not individuals. But 
there might be some circumstances where things are different. IME faculty who 
need legal adv have to get their own 4 (C) #aboerjc



  3   1  2

Nathan Lawley     @nthnlwly · Oct 8
Replying to @awakaruk @eriksation
A2 #aboerjc : darn, I was definitely going to say this but as this is not my area of 
expertise I sat back on it!
(and I agree with @eriksation on his use of an excellent and underrated emoji - 
this stuff makes my head hurt)
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Rosemarri Klamn, MAPC, CPHR @KlamnJam · Oct 8 
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Rosemarri Klamn, MAPC, CPHR @KlamnJam · Oct 8
learning a lot in this discussion. #aboerjc 



Replying to @eriksation

A2 If a faculty member holds the rights in the work they create in the course 
of their employment then they can use those works however they see fit. (No 
fair dealing required.) #aboerjc

  2    1

Cordelia Snowdon @CordeliaSnowdon · Oct 8
Replying to @eriksation @awakaruk
Wonderful use of that emoji and your answering is what I was also thinking 
#ABOERJC



     2

Amanda Wakaruk @awakaruk · Oct 8
Replying to @eriksation
A2 If a faculty member holds the rights in the work they create in the course of 
their employment then they can use those works however they see fit. (No fair 
dealing required.) #aboerjc



  1    

Amanda Wakaruk @awakaruk · Oct 8
Replying to @eriksation
You've raised an excellent related thing... only the rights holder can assign a CC 
licence #aboerjc



     2

Erik Christiansen @eriksation · Oct 8
Replying to @awakaruk @CordeliaSnowdon
Well, it would depend on the legal counsel. I believe there’s a university legal 
team and a faculty association lawyer #aboerjc I might be wrong there 
however...



  1    1

Erik Christiansen @eriksation · Oct 8
Replying to @awakaruk
So the emoji I want to use here is  Would  I  be  wrong  if  I  said  “it  would  
depend  on  the  open  license  they  assigned to the  work?”  #aboerjc I  would  
assume  a  CC-BY  license  would  allow  full  use  of  the  material  to  anyone  
in  a  ed.  environment



  3    1

Amanda Wakaruk @awakaruk · Oct 8
Replying to @CordeliaSnowdon @eriksation
Right and where do they ask for help? Also, you've inspired a bonus question! 
Who does legal counsel at a Univ represent? #aboerjc



  1    1

Cordelia Snowdon @CordeliaSnowdon · Oct 8
Replying to @awakaruk @eriksation



Amanda Wakaruk @awakaruk
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Hearing about having to sign a legal contract can cause hesitation or worries 
that there will need to be consultation with legal counsel or that it will be an 
onerous process. I am speaking as a student though, so perhaps this is not a 
concern for faculty #ABOERJC

  1    4

Amanda Wakaruk @awakaruk · Oct 8
Q2 (Already a test q!) If the faculty member developing the OER holds copyright 
in the content they create do they need to rely on fair dealing to include their 
own work in an OER? #aboerjc



  2    

Amanda Wakaruk @awakaruk · Oct 8
Replying to @CordeliaSnowdon @eriksation
Can you expand on contracts being a deterrent? Is it because it's a legal doc? 
#aboerjc



  1    1

Erik Christiansen @eriksation · Oct 8
Replying to @awakaruk
That’s a great point. And in fact at #MRU the #OER interest has largely been 
faculty driven - with folks across campus taking on a leadership role to educate 
folks about the copyright implications #aboerjc



     1

Cordelia Snowdon @CordeliaSnowdon · Oct 8
Replying to @eriksation
I feel like it could serve to legitimize #OER development, though keeping some 
of the flexibility of OER seems desirable too. I wonder if having a contract might 
make some people more wary about developing an OER  #ABOERJC



  1    1

Amanda Wakaruk @awakaruk · Oct 8
Replying to @eriksation
As with most things, the party holding the rights will have an easier time driving 
the development of new works in this area. #aboerjc



  1    1

Erik Christiansen @eriksation · Oct 8
Replying to @awakaruk
Definitely. In our CA it’s very clear that faculty hold rights on scholarly and 
teaching materials. The institutions only has an exclusive right to use these 
materials in the event where the faculty member was unable to fulfill the teaching 
obligation #aboerjc



  1    

Amanda Wakaruk @awakaruk · Oct 8
Replying to @awakaruk @KlamnJam
Groan -- gotta remember #aboerjc 

Also, according to the Canadian Style Guide, licence (n) and license (v) but it's 
kind of a losing battle
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Amanda Wakaruk @awakaruk · Oct 8
Replying to @KlamnJam
Yes, without clarity on these things copyright chill might creep in and prevent or 
hamper the development of OER. #aboerjc



     1

Erik Christiansen @eriksation · Oct 8
a1 I think an agreement would also be necessary because because there so 
many misconceptions about #OER and #openlicensing At the very least, an 
agreement would clarify what #OER is and the nature of a non-exclusive license 
#aboerjc



  1    2

Rosemarri Klamn, MAPC, CPHR @KlamnJam · Oct 8
It would seem such an agreement may encourage both employees and 
employers to develop more #OER materials (and protect both parties). #aboerjc 



Replying to @eriksation

A1 This one required a bit of homework! The answer rests on a) who holds 
the copyright in works prepared by instructors at *your* institution and b) 
who is creating the OCW (employer or employee) #aboerjc

  1   1  2

Amanda Wakaruk @awakaruk · Oct 8
Replying to @awakaruk @eriksation
A1 Collective agreements would normally include agreements to the contrary, if 
there is one.  #aboerjc



  1    

Amanda Wakaruk @awakaruk · Oct 8
Replying to @awakaruk @eriksation
A1 The default situation is for the employer (university) to own the work of the 
employee, unless there’s an agreement to the contrary. Copyright Act s13(3) 
laws-lois.justice.gc.ca/eng/acts/c-42/… #aboerjc



  1    

Amanda Wakaruk @awakaruk · Oct 8
Replying to @eriksation
A1 This one required a bit of homework! The answer rests on a) who holds the 
copyright in works prepared by instructors at *your* institution and b) who is 
creating the OCW (employer or employee) #aboerjc



  2    

Amanda Wakaruk @awakaruk · Oct 8
Replying to @awakaruk @KlamnJam
oops! #aboerjc 
the licence gives the univ the right to use the faculty's work ... in this case in 
OER development



  1    

Rosemarri Klamn, MAPC, CPHR @KlamnJam · Oct 8 

Amanda Wakaruk @awakaruk
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Rosemarri Klamn, MAPC, CPHR @KlamnJam · Oct 8
A1: I am not as involved with copyright at my institution.  What are implications 
of this? #aboerjc 



Q1 Appendix A of the article is a licence between MIT and MIT faculty 
members. The licence grants MIT non-exclusive rights to use faculty-created 
content in OCW. Would such a licence be necessary at your institution? Why 
or why not? #aboerjc

  1   1  

Erik Christiansen @eriksation · Oct 8
The questions will be tweeted out in the format q1, q2, etc. Please indicate your 
response witch a direct reply or use a1, a2, etc. Also remember to use the 
#aboerjc hashtage so we can archive the discussion on the website
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Amanda Wakaruk @awakaruk · Oct 8
Q1 Appendix A of the article is a licence between MIT and MIT faculty members. 
The licence grants MIT non-exclusive rights to use faculty-created content in 
OCW. Would such a licence be necessary at your institution? Why or why not? 
#aboerjc
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Erik Christiansen @eriksation · Oct 8
Good evening folks! Excited for another #aboerjc discussion. @awakaruk Will be 
hosting a discussion on Weeramunni’s “How to Fight Fair Use Fear”
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Erik Christiansen @eriksation · Oct 8
Our #aboerjc chat will kick off in about 10 minutes! aboerjournalclub.home.blog 
#OER #OEP #FairUse #FairDealing



    1  3

Erik Christiansen @eriksation · Oct 8
The #aboerjc Twitter Chat will start in 20 min! Join us! Questions and article can 
be found here aboerjournalclub.home.blog #OER #OEP @awakaruk



     5

Erik Christiansen @eriksation · Oct 8
This evening’s #aboerjc chat will start at 7pm MST. Join @awakaruk to discuss 
Weeramuni‘s article “ How to Fight Fair Use Fear, Uncertainty, and Doubt” 
bit.ly/2mdVxyu 
@CariLibrarian @BCOpenText  @erikasmith @margymaclibrary 
@CordeliaSnowdon @dendroglyph @TheMichMonster



Amanda Wakaruk @awakaruk
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Erik Christiansen @eriksation · Oct 8
Looking forward to tonight’s #aboerjc w/ @awakaruk !



TODAY!  #aboerjc chat OCT 8 @ 7pm MST. Article and questions now 
posted bit.ly/2mdVxyu Join UofA's Amanda Wakaruk to discuss 
#FairDealing and #FairUse in #OER #OEP @gwendolynrempel @AthabascaU 
@DocBlom @CariLibrarian  @Blink2010 Please retweet!
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